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Always Active

These items are required to enable basic website functionality.

Marketing
Essential

These items are used to deliver advertising that is more relevant to you and your interests. They may also be used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement and measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. Advertising networks usually place them with the website operator’s permission.

Personalization
Essential

These items allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language, or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. For example, a website may provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by storing data about your current location.

Analytics
Essential

These items help the website operator understand how its website performs, how visitors interact with the site, and whether there may be technical issues. This storage type usually doesn’t collect information that identifies a visitor.
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Decentralized Gaming

GET STARTED

True Blockchain Gaming
Run your games entirely on the blockchain without servers.

Blockchain Agnostic
Truly blockchain agnostic technology.

Complete SDK
Code in your favourite language without learning a new.

Open Source
MIT Licence. Free to use. Permissionless.
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EMPOWER YOUR GAME CREATIONS WITH A ROBUST, HIGHLY SCALABLE, BLOCKCHAIN BACK-END SOLUTION
Create True blockchain games and decentralised applications that are highly complex and scale for virtually unlimited users. XAYA sets you free to develop your game your way!
GET STARTED
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DISCOVER GAME-CHANGING
POSSIBILITIES
HUMAN 
MINING
An emerging genre of gaming that was first introduced in
 Huntercoin. In this genre, blockchains are propagated and
 rewards are distributed on the basis of player success in 
online gaming competition.
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HUMAN 
MINING
An emerging genre of gaming that was first introduced in Huntercoin. In this genre, blockchains are propagated and rewards are distributed on the basis of player success in online gaming competition.

DECENTRALISED
 REALITIES
VR, AR and now DR (Decentralised Reality). DRs are unstoppable virtual worlds where there is no central authority. Experience censorship resistant universes with no down time.

GAME CHANNELS
Peer-to-peer networks reminiscent of a gamified Lightning Network. With game channels, any number of players can participate in real-time, trustless gameplay.

ATOMIC TRADING
As pioneered in Namecoin, this guarantees safe trading of virtual assets where everyone gets what is agreed upon, and fraud is impossible.










Powerful Features
Highly  Scalable
Designed from the ground up with game channel technology for virtually unlimited transactions

No Servers
Guaranteed 24/7 uptime!Run your games entirely on the blockchain without centralised servers

Real Ownership
Players truly own their assets and are free to trade as they wish

Easy Development
Choose any language you wish.Your game. Your way.

Provably Fair
Cheating is impossible when the game is transparant and provably fair.

Safe Trading
Fraud proof trading. Buyers and sellers get what they want with Atomic swaps.



Complex Dapps
Decentralized applications without the limits in computational complexity.

MMO Games
Massively Multiplayer is the default for XAYA-based games.
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Provably Fair
Cheating is impossible when the game is transparant and provably fair.

Safe Trading
Fraud proof trading. Buyers and sellers get what they wanted using atomic swaps.

Complex Dapps
Decentralized applications without the limits in computational complexity.

MMO
Massively Multiplayer is the default for XAYA-based games.




Games and DApps running on the
XAYA Blockchain
Taurion, The #1 True Blockchain MMO
Beyond blockchain, Taurion is one wicked-cool game. Elements of 4X, RTS, and human mining come together to form a new game the like of which has never been seen before.

Set many 1,000s of years in the future, players explore the planet Taurion to find their fortunes, form alliances and battle against each other. 

Go to Taurion!
Taurion


Soccerverse, The Most Advanced Game of its Type
Buy stakes in a soccer club. Manage the team. Lead them to victory. Rise in fame and get rich!

This evolution of the popular Soccer Manager series of games takes ownership to new levels. Never before have the stakes been so real or the competition this fierce. Join the Elite and prove yourself
GameSoccerverse



Soccerverse, The Most Advanced Game of its Type
Buy stakes in a soccer club. Manage the team. Lead them to victory. Rise in fame and get rich!

This evolution of the popular Soccer Manager series of games takes ownership to new levels. Never before have the stakes been so real or the competition this fierce. Join the Elite!!
Soccerverse



Isles of War – Raise Armies, Fight 
for Money!
Isles of War – Raise Armies, Fight for Money!

Isles of War is an idle strategy game with a real cash economy! Players develop islands to gain resources used to maintain their growing island nations. Every island can be stolen so players will have to defend their islands with bunkers, soldiers, tanks, and aircraft.

In addition to the mobile style strategy gaming, there are player driven resource markets and global resource pools that players can compete for. After beta, players will be able to sell their in game money for CHI to other players and cash in on their hard work and victories.

 Join the war in Isles of War!
Mud Hero Studios




XAYASHIPS: Game Channel Tech Demo
XAYA ships is a blockchain version of the classic naval warfare Battleship game.

Battleship has been around since at least the 1930s, but it was in 1967 that Milton Bradley created the plastic board and peg version that most people are familiar with. Its rules are relatively simple but gameplay is relatively quick and perfect to demonstrate the cutting edge Game Channels technology that XAYA allows.
XAYA Ships


XID: XAYA ID Delivers
XAYA ID is a secure identity application built on top of the XAYA platform.

Wherever ID or authentication is required, XID can provide it without passwords and by using blockchain technology to login to websites and apps securely.

Use cases include:–

– Secure website sign ups and logins
– Secure chat and communications
– Application security and licensing
– And many more…

To see XID in action, check it out in Taurion and Soccerverse – used for decentralised authentication to the in-game chat server,
XAYA ID










For support join our Discord
JOIN DISCORD
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Personalization
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